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Climate communication invitation 
http://www.springerlink.com/content/e332q76h3275606u/
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Please Endeavour

S
he asked that we all would endeavour
To post limericks about the new weather 
How it’s really much warmer
And some say it’s stormier
But most of all rhyming most clever.

I 
thought straight away of the Holocene
And how its climate once should have been
But then I got stuck
And thought “Oh --------Bother
Thank Goodness we’re into the 

                                          Anthropocene!”
Climate communication invitation 
http://www.springerlink.com/content/e332q76h3275606u/
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19
50
s

Yorkshire rose: 7/3/1952 
‘Derbyshire born and Derbyshire bred,
Strong in the arm, not thick in the head.’
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Tyndall’s Lament

A 
molecule called CO2
John Tyndall showed what it can do
Pump up the amount
In the air we can count
Our climate it surely must screw.

                                               (NN, for Ann)

Climate Risibility

C
limate lim’riks are hard to make risible
Tho’ warming is painfully visible
Air sadly unpure
Our poems cannot cure
The Greenhouse that’s making us misible.
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Oh No Canada

S
teve “Climate Revisionist” Harper
Than blancmange has proved little sharper
We used to shine bright
In the forces of light
But now from Kyoto we scarper.

              (Susan Lingard, nee Futtit, since 1952!)
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Climate’s Curse

W
e are told the climate will change
But how far will parameters range?
For better or worse
Not knowings our curse
Sailing deserts may be very strange.

Potential Vorticity

C
limate scientists learn with ferocity
About things like potential vorticity
About temperature gain,
Clouds, uplift and rain
But rhyming, of that there’s a paucity.
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Modelling Plaudits

T
he modeller stood and was lauded,
The audience wildly applauded,
The graphs he produced, 
Had the girls all seduced,
But he woke at his desk and thought sod it.

Planetary Weight Watcher

T
here was a young planet called Earth
With cold feet, but a tropical girth
When infested with nits
(Some with limited wits)
Its fever was no source of mirth.

                                                            (AMcM)
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Cain and Able

T
rusted leaders with seats at the table
Hatched up a plan to enable
The World to survive
With us all alive
But then elected not Cain nor yet Able.

Sleep Sheep

I
’m up all the night and can’t sleep
Till I’m sick of counting those sheep
So, what do I do?
Try the same trick as you
Drive around seeking thrills on the cheap.

                                                   (All insomniacs)
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Future Famious

I
t’s odd said Svente Arrhenius,   
CO2 has some serious strangey-ness
A gas that saves heat
Is really quite neat,
If I’m right I’ll one day be famious.
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Clouds in the Sky

I
n the puzzles of modelling swings,
It seems clouds are quite difficult things,
It really does matter
If they’re thinner or fatter,
For the climate that CO2 brings.

Not a Limerick Guy

I
’m not really a limerick guy;
When I look at the world, all I spy
Is mirrors and smoke
And some lines from a joke
With a punchline that passes me by.

                                                        (MR)


